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About This Game

Every world needs its heroes. However unlikely they may seem. Join Wilbur, Ivo, Nate and Critter in another classic point-and-
click adventure in the wicked world of Aventásia. Help them fulfill their destiny. A destiny as yet unwritten.

The Tale
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A few years have passed since our heroes heroically defeated the arch-witch Mortroga. And their lives, like the lives of most
people in Aventásia, are still in turmoil. The War of the Two Towers is over, but the wounds it left upon the land are still

bleeding.

The gnome Wilbur Weathervane is struggling with his new job as a teacher at the reopened School for Wizardry and
Witchcraft. His magic wand is having a mind of its own and an assassination plot against the arch-mage overshadows the first

democratic elections in Seastone.

Faced with political intrigues that threaten the delicate balance of peace, Wilbur is in dire need of his old friends. But the elf
princess Ivo and the adventurer Nate have, after a brief romantic interlude, gone their separate ways.

Ivo has returned to her gilded cage in the elf kingdom, overprotected by her controlling mother.

Nate along with his trusty companion Critter has been taken prisoner on the flying island of his arch-enemy the Red Pirate.

But fate does not rest. A darkness has fallen upon the land, or rather, a pinkness. A magic force is turning mighty beasts into
fluffy plush puppies and towering castles into oversized dollhouses. Can Aventásia be saved?

Key Features

A new adventure from KING Art, the creators of The Book of Unwritten Tales, The Critter Chronicles and The Raven –
Legacy of a Master Thief

A fantasy story with over 20 hours of pointing and clicking

The trademark BoUT-humor, lovingly spoofing LotR, Game of Thrones, Harry Potter, Discworld, The Hobbit, WoW
and more

Hundreds of weird, yet oddly logical puzzles

The well-proven "Multi-Character-Gameplay"

The established four playable characters Wilbur, Nate, Ivo and Critter

An ensemble of quirky characters, both well-established and brand-new

Projection Mapping technology unites the merits of 2D and 3D styles and technique

An epic soundtrack with all the classics and many new compositions

Kickstarter-powered Extra Features
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Thanks to the support of our fans on Kickstarter, The Book of Unwritten Tales 2 features:

Optional Side-Quests: Similar to RPGs the game features optional puzzle chains aside the main puzzles, that you can
choose to solve, but don´t have to

Extra Outfits: For solving side-quests you not only receive achievements, but also unique outfits that the playable
characters can equip

Orchestra recordings: For the first time most of Benny Oschmann´s much-loved score for the game was recorded with
a live orchestra
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wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww sucks A@!. Used to play online the HL mod version 10 years ago.
This is the graphical evolution.
10\/10. Can't. Stop. Saving. Cows!

This is totally not my type of game, but the demo was so entertaining that I just had to put it on my wishlist, and then get it when
I saw it on sale for 1.99 euro. It's well worth more than that (and I'm stingy). The graphics and humour hits the right spot for me.

It was great fun until I tried to get those stupid achievements, then it turned into frustrating no fun on the Veteran play through
of Winter level 5. After far too many attempts on the previous levels each time until I got lucky, too. (Achievements only ever
get in the way of enjoying a game for me, and this game was where I finally decided to say 'screw them all'. I'd really like a
button in Steam to turn them all off.)

Back to just playing for the fun (screw veteran), it's entertaining me still, replaying the levels in order and the challenge and
bonus ones I like.

There are plenty of levels, hours upon hours of play time! The progression is good, starts easy and gets slowly more difficult.

There are some different types of challenge levels throughout the Story mode, where I would like to just skip the one that I find
no fun at all (Maid Raid), and get more of the one I like best (Back to Basics). They each unlock a few more levels of the same
type once you've beaten the one in the Story mode, which is nice. There are also bonus levels where the aliens and playing area
look different, and some have somewhat different special abilities (with no way that I know to read up details about them,
unfortunately).

I'd have liked a way to re-check the aliens while playing in a normal level, too. My memory isn't the best anymore.

And I'd have liked a way to go to the next level in a second play through, rather than having to go back to the main menu and
pick a previously played level just to get to the one after the one I just played.

And I'd much prefer the game to remember that I unticked Fullscreen, rather than having to do it again every time I launch it.

But overall, great fun. Try the free demo, it has 7 or so levels from different spots in the story mode, so you get to see easy and
somewhat tougher levels in shorter time, giving you a good idea of what to expect in the full version.
. Very fun shooter, I had a lot of fun with this one.. What to say....
Another trash from RewindApp.. I killed a bete and became Cthulhu 10\/10 would do it again
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Great DLC. I loved the base game and love the content added with this dlc.. I got it for a really low price. Definitely worth it.

Unfortunately i don't have a 3D printer.. Game must be played in 1080, if played in 4k it will not fill the screen

rotation doesnt line up properly

little content

$20 dollars is too much to start asking right now, either wait to open to EA or lower price. Garish, ugly and twitchy as hell.
Obviously don't bother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/nkQhfYNMxvo. It's a cool software especially for CSGO and Rust but pity it's not games like Payday 2,
Team Fortress 2, Trackmania compatible with this software but I believe in it is develloppeur and I think that later there will be
much more
I think it would be even cooler than it is already
Thanks for your attention.. It's a cool soundtrack, and well worth the money . I just wish that it would show in the "Music"
section of my steam library .. Very nice game. (turn-based, party advancement, different loot levels). The holiday special
suprises are fun.

Must have at this price level.
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